






Ampex listened to users worldwide
describe the ideal VTR control pane\. You
wanted all operator controls UP front and
a minimal number of board edge controls.
You asked for controls to be grouped
logically by function. You said you
needed the sophistication of software
control, but you insisted that the VTR
be user-friendly. Ampex listened. ..and
designed the control panel you wanted"

Audio Monitor Select -This group of
controlsalloW$ any channeJ or combfna-
tion of channels to be monitored on the
integral speaker or headphone jack.

AUTO -enables auto edit (two-machine

editlng)
cl;;DIT OPT -rephases scanner to on-tape

video signal for perfect interchange
edits

SERVO/FAULT/SYSTEM LED'S-indfcate
an unlocked servo, machine faoft
or non-standard system condition

CH ROMA MAN -permits manual control
of video response (equalization)

CLR FMR \NVERT- Permjts operator
control of automatic color framing

circuitry
REC LOCK -master record lockout
MARK-enters tape time ortime code into

cue point register
TRU FRM -enables true frame playback

mode between stop and2 times

play speed
XFR -transfers data from one cue pointregister to another c

The keypad swjtches are usedtornumeric
entry only when SET .UP or one of the
CUE/EDIT POINT switches are selected.

.

~:,:' METERING/MONITORING

Audio level control -Three independent
aud!o channels hayeunitydetentedjnput
and output level controls (fourth channel
EBU option). The dual scale meters are
selectable for VU or PPM response,

Video level control and indication -

Monitors playbackyfdeo/sync RF, level
or input level. Meter function (sync or

, ,
videof is established by the METER SE,L

switch.

Record Lockouts -Selects video and/or
audio channels for recording or fhhibitingc

a DUAL NUMERIC DISPLAYS

DispJay of VPR-6's operational status is
enhanced by the use of dual numeric

KEyPAD CONTROLS

INSERT/ASSEM-enable$ insert or
~ssemble editing

EE -switches output between tape and
input signal

$ETUP". allows operator to select special
machtne $etupmodes via the
numeric keypad

,
REM 1 /REM2-Remote1 enables paraljet i

seriaj or simpteremote control;
Remote 2 enab'es mutycYTR mode
(for auto editing),

switches -When the numeric keypad
is active, these switches can be
used to trim an editpo1nt by any
number of frames,

The primary function of the keypad cruster
of buttons cis Iflbelled above the button:

n Zero -zeroes the tape timer
TCR -displays time code in numeric

disptay

re



readouts -onefortapeJime or tfme code;
and the second for edit/cue point values,
percentage of play speed, keypad input,
setup codes, servo status and system fault
and diagnostic codes.

TSOfJOG -tape speed override functions
In play mode to vary tape speed by
7%. Slngle frame jog functions in
any STOP mode.

5 EbIT/CUE POINTS

These switches provide access to five
independently selectable registers,
storing five individual cue point values.

Additiona!ly,ifthe VPR-6is in AUTO edit
mode, these switches serve asaudiq and
videq lnpOd out edit points allowing a sptit
edIt tocbeset up quickly.

cu E -automatiCa!ly cues tape to setect~d
cue pointwjth prerot1; pressjng
switch twice cueS tape to a second
programmable prerot1 point

VAR -initiates var[able speed pl~yp~ck
over a range of -1 to3Xnormal
speed; pressing switch twic~ ~Itows
tape to pause

SHTL- initiates shuttle mbdeover a range
bfnearly 500jps,in reverse or
forward direction

4 TRANSPORT CONTROLS
READY -turns on scanner

RECORD -initiates record mode

TRANSPORT CONTROL KNOB". varies
tape speed in shuttle or variable
play modes

6 SECONDARY CONTROLS

Head Hour Meter ~ indicates cumulative

number of hours that scanner has
been on wtth tape tensioned

Tracking -provides adjustment of capstan
servo to align center of track video
head (in non-AST or edit mode)

Video/Sync Rec RF level -allow RF level
to be set

STOP- overrides all other mode

.commands
PLAY -initiatespJayback; pressing swttch

twice initiates review mode when
VTR lsinauto edlt mode



The clean, uncluttered transport of VPR-6 allows easy tape

threading.

Power-Down

VPR-6 makes "stand-up" two-machine editing simpler
than ever. Built-in machine intelligence guides the
operator through the editing process and alerts the
operator to any conditions which will detract from the
quality of the edited program. The editing features of
the VPR-6 include:

D Pushbutton selection of insert or assemble modes

D Auto-Edit permits editing from pre-selected cues

D Edit optimize mode automatically rephases
scanner tach to on-tape video signal for perfect
interchange edits

D Pushbutton selection of entrance and exit edit
points off tape

D Keypad entry of edit points and edit duration

D Pushbutton display of edit duration

D Auto tag feature transfers old exit point to new entrance
point and recomputes duration

D "Split" button allows audio and video channels to
be edited separately

D "XFR" button allows contents of any edit point register
to be quickly transferred to another register

D Preview mode permits rehearsal of video and audio
edits prior to edit recording

D "+1- buttons permit edit point to be trimmed by
any number of frames

D "JOG" buttons allow single frame jog in either
direction for precise pinpointing of edit points

D Continuous diagnostic system warns of
many non-standard conditions which can
affect edit, such as:

"not color framed"
"excessive edit phase error"
"auto record -editor off"
"exit before entr"
"cue point not found"
"not cued"
"not synchronized"

If power fails, a backup battery and
voltage regulator system continues to
supply power to the memory system. When
power is restored, setup codes, edit and cue
points, tape time and editor configuration all return as
they were at the time of power interruption.



Superior Audio
Performance

Perfect pictures begin with Ampex's exclusive ASTTM Automatic

Scan Tracking system. A standard feature of the VPR-6, this

Emmy award-winning development enables broadcast quality

pictures in stop motion or at any play speed from 1 times reverse

to 3 times forward speed.

Automatic Scan Tracking also enables accurate tracking to be

maintained at non-standard tape speeds, thus eliminating noise

bars (cross-tracking) in the picture. The AST feature provides

added insurance against imperfect recordings byautomatically

servoing the video head to remain constantly centered on

the recorded video track.

The VPR-6 audio system is designed to meet the ever-increasing

needs of the broadcasting, production and post-production

environments and includes those features requested by

most users.

Just a few of the audio features of the VPR-6 are:

D full audio confidence monitoring on all longitudinal tracks

D optional EBU 4th audio channel

D dual channel stereo monitoring

D adjustable azimuth alignment for stereo playback

D new anti-stiction, long wearing audio head stacks

D excellent crosstalk performance

D selectable peak or VU metering response

D audio processing ports for interface with noise reduction or

compression/expansion devices

D integral speaker and headphone jack

D dual channel high fidelity audio monitoring in overhead

bridge console configuration

The intelligent servo system of the VPR-6 allows equally gentle

handling of any reel sizes up to 2 hours (113/4"). Shuttling and

cueing routines are optimized for a particular reel size to ensure

optimum tape handling.

Automatic protection modes provide safe handling of the

tape under extreme conditions. For instance, if either reel motor

fails, the VPR-6 defaults to the stop mode to prevent any tape

damage. I n the case of a power failure; the reel motors are

dynamically braked to avoid severe changes in tape velocity.



TBC-6's SCH phased sync generator includes fully adjustable
hor!zontal and verticalbtanking circuitry.

SCH PHASE STABruTY

The TBC-6'$ SCHphase sync generator is designed to meet
RS-170A standards and includes fully adjustable horizontal and
vertical blanking circuitry. Using the stability of an SCH-
phased design, automatic vertical centering circuitry ensures
consistent and repeatable picture positioning. An edit-ready LED
ind)cator is included to confirm off-tape color frame accuracy.

I
FULL ADJUSTMENT RANGE

The TBC-6'$ output proce$$ing circuitry provide$ a full range of
adju$tment of compo$ite video $ignal amplitude$, including
independent video and chroma gain control$, chroma pha$e,
$ubcatrier pha$e, horizontal pha$e and black level control$.

DESIGNED FOR EASY MAINTENANCE

While the TBC-6 i$ de$igned for long-term, drift-free operation,
maintenance acce$$ i$ made ea$y $hould $ervicing be required.
The TBC-6 u$e$ a bu$-$tructured backplane motherboard for
interconnecting the four PWA'$. Thi$ unique de$ign permit$ fully
[nterchangeable card $Iot po$ition$. In the ca$e of a fault, the
$u$pected PWA [$ moved to the top card po$it[on, maklng
trouble$hooting of individual component$ extremely $imple.

I

I

PERFORMANCE MATCH FOR VPR-6

The TBC-6 was designed with two principal goals in m\nd. First,
companionship with the VPR-6 videotape recorder. To achieve
this perfect match, the TBC-6 was required to provide the ultimate
in reliability and consistency of performance over a wide

range of timebase error inputs.

With the VPR-6, the TBC-6 delivers broadcast-stable, disturbance
free variable motion playback. ..from 1 times reverse to 3 times

forward play speed. In shuttle, the TBC-6's error processing
circuitry provides viewable pictures at speeds approaching 500

ips, in both forward and reverse.

A second goal of the TBC-6 design was to provide professional
quality heterodyne video processing for capstan servoed V2' and

3/4" ENG/EFP recorders. The TBC-6 can even time-share
playback correction between the VPR-6 and heterodyne
recorders allowing maximum use of your equipment when
dubbing up from ENG equipment to the one-inch "C" format.

DESIGNED-IN ADVANTAGES

TBC-6 uses 4 XFsc NO sampling, with 8 bits of amplitude
accuracy for transparent conversion to digital processing. The
memory size of 32 horizontal lines provides a wide correction
window (28 lines) for slow motion playback and even the wildest

gyroscopic errors from ENG portable recorders.

Full color dropout compensation and a line-by-Iine velocity error
corrector are bu)lt in and included as standard on all units. The



Capstan -The capstan and direct
drive motor assembly is an integral
assembly containing a high resolution
tachometer and flywheel. The
microprocessor-controlled servo
subsystem produces smooth slow
motion and rapid play lock-up.

The VPR-6 transport is built upon
proven designs. It begins with an
aluminum alloy casting that mounts
to the chassis side panels for
exceptional structural support and
rigidity. Torsional deflection is virtually
eliminated. Mechanical components
are discrete subassemblies, pre-
tested and individually adjustable.
Each is precisely indexed to the front
surface of the base casting.

The tape path is optimized for wide
range use, from spots to two hours.
Take-up and supply reels are both
"A" wind, and the scanner is located
at the lower left of the transport,
permitting easy access to tape path

components.

Reel Motors -Arrangement of the
large, high-torque dc reel motors offers
the benefit of two-hour recording
on 113/4 inch NAB reels. Yet the high-
response servo will handle the
lightest "spot" reels with equal
gentleness. Microprocessor control
allows the VPR-6 to adapt instantly
and automatically to the proper
tape handling speed. Both motors
contain bi-directional tachometers
and permit shuttle speeds approach-
ing 500 ips, with rapid acceleration,
while preserving the system's gentle
tape handling characteristics.

Tape Tension -A high storage,
low mass tension arm responds
quickly and smoothly to transitions
between Play, Stop and Shuttle
modes. Only one tension setting is
required. All further tensioning is
microprocessor controlled.

Video -The scanner features a
brushless dc motor for reliable
performance and quiet operation.
Heads are quickly replaced and the
scanner design permits easy access
and servicing of record electronics.

Audio- New anti-stiction, long-
wearing audio head stacks are easy
to remove and replace. The head
base is adjustableforoptimum stereo
playback. Record/Play heads
have an external shield system for
noise immunity and a hinged doorfor

easy threading.

MAINTENANCE HAS
NEVER BEEN EASIER

The VPR-6 is designed to be reliable
but also easy to maintain. Top doors
proyide access to the audio system
and major plug-in printed wiring
assemblies; For added convenience,
all primary test points and setup
controls are located on the top edges
of the PWA's, which are serviceable
with an extender board. Even in tight
spaces such as mobile vans, access
to rear mounted components and
electronics is enhanced by the use of
an accessory pivotable slide tray.

The entire rear door assembly hinges
open for access to the power system,
transport, harnessing and audio
electronics. Even the control panel
hinges open for easy access. The
power supply is mounted on a slide-
out tray for serviceability, and all
transport assemblies can be serviced
easily due to the quick-removal
one-piece transport trim.

Electronic harnesses have been
virtually eliminated in favor of more
reliable printed wiring boards and
backplane connectors. The control
panel connects to the system with
flat ribbon cable.



The power ofmicroprocessors allows
a more sophisticated level of fault
detection than previously possible in
a videotape recorder. During initialize

sequence and normal operation,
the VPR-6 is constantly checking
machine status. A non-standard or
fault condition will be indicated either
by the system or fault warning LED
switches on the control panel. When
either of these switches is depressed,
an error code appears in the cue
point/diagnostics display. In the case
of multiple faults, a stack of up to four
fault codes is created. The VPR-6
will automatically shut down if the
problem could cause tape damage
or make the machine otherwise
inoperable.

In this example, 103-01, the three
digits "103" indicate a servo PWA fault
and the "-01" indicates "arm out of
window," which means that the
tension arm is not within the normal
tension range.

EXPANDED DIAGNOSTICS

A hand-held diagnostic probe along
with a special diagnostic program
allow a technician to easily examine
every integrated circuit which is in
direct communication with the two
microprocessors. This powerful
tool precludes the need for expensive
external test equipment and technical
knowledge of microprocessor
electronics.



VPR-6 SPECIFICATIONS
VIDEO AND SYNC NTSC/PAL-M 525/60 PAL/SECAM 625/50
Bandwidth Flat to 42 MHz :t05 dB Flat to 50 MHz :to 5 dB

-3 dB at 50 MHz -3 dB at 60 MHz

SIN (Rhode & Schwarz unwelghted with -46 dB peak-to-peak video to RMS -43 dB peak-to-peak video to RMS
band pass filler) usinQ TBC-6 noise on interchange basis noise on interchange basi~
LF Linearity 2% blanking to white (maximum) 2% blanking to w~ite (maximum!

Differential Gain 4% blankinQ to white (maximum) 4% blanking to ~hit~ !ma~imum)

Differential phase (40 IEEE units of subcarrier throuQh TBC-6) 4 deQrees at 3.58 MHz off-tape (max) ~degrees at ~.43 ~Hz off-tape (max)

ChrQ~iQ~nceILumina~ceD~lav 20 nsec (maxim~m) 25 nsec (maxim~m) -

2T sin2 Pulse & Bar- 1% K-factor maximum 1% K-factor maximum
Moire -40 dB color bars 75% amplitude -36 dB color bars 75% amplitude

358 MHz subcarrier 443 MHz subcarrier

CON FIGURATIONS

Sidecar

ConsoleConsolette



SERIAL REMOTE INTERFACE PWA

Installation of this PWA provides RS-422A-compatible
connection to the serial control bus of a microprocessor-based

editing system.

VPR-6 ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS
A number of accessories and options are available from Ampex
to expand the operational capabilities of the VPR-6. These include:

SYNC CHANNEL

An option to permit all vertical sync information to be recorded

according to the SMPTE/EBU Type "C"formats. The sync channel
is a full video bandwidth channel allowing recording and playback
of the full video synchronizing information when required.

FOUR CHANNEL AUDIO

This EBU option provides a fourth high quality audio channel in
the track space normally allotted to the sync channel.

DIAGNOSTIC PROBE

Standard diagnostics capability in
the VPR-6, consisting of wakeup
and background tests, can
identify system malfunc-
tions to assembly or
subassembly level
The accessory diag-
nostic probe, used
in conjunction
with an in-

struction manual,
allows the maintenance engineerto diagnoseall ofthe integrated
circuits which are in communication with the microprocessors.

AUDIO PROCESSING KIT

This kit provides a harness and connectors to allow simple
interfacing of the VPR-6 to external processing devices such as
noise reduction modules or program compression/expansion
accessories.

RACK SIZE MONITORING

A compact, rack mountable monitoring assembly is available for
use with the VPR-6. Space is provided ior a 9" picture monitor, a
waveform monitor, and a
vectorscope. An integral
monitor switcher pro-
vides the ability to
select from several
waveforms and is
switchable between
two VPR-6 systems.

SMC-100

The traditional sports slow motion
controller provides full variable speed
playback control of the VPR-6 from up to
100 feet away.

TIME CODE GENERATOR/READER &

CHARACTER DISPLAY

A printed wiring assembly plugs into the VPR-6 electronics bay to
add longitudinal time code generation and reading capability.
Total control of the reader, generator and character display is
available from the control panel of the VPR-6. User bits,1ime code
parity bit, and time code color frame flag are just a few of the
features of the time code generator. The character display
capability includes time code, user bits, tape time and both
entrance and exit edit points.

STC-100

This multi-point search-to-cue
accessory provides up to 99 cue point

assignment and search capability.
All cues can be recorded on

tape for later recall.

PARALLEL REMOTE INTERFACE PWA

Installation of this accessory adds a 75-pin remote connector
which is pin-compatible with Ampex VPR-2B's and VPR-80's.

A M p E X Ampex Corporation, Audio-Video Systems Division
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